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In the photograph, first published in 1973, it was a revolutionary work in photographic criticism. With him Susan Sontag raised the inevitable questions, morally and aesthetically, about this artistic form. Photos are everywhere; they have the right to influence, idealize or seduce, they can
provoke nostalgia or they can serve as a reminder, and they stand in the test against us or in the middle to define us. In these six penetrating chapters, Sontag wonders how the ubiquity of these images affects our image of the world's vision, and how we have become dependent on them to
develop concepts of reality and power. From now on, any future discussion or analysis of the role of photography in a luxurious media society must begin with this book. John Berger There aren't many photos worth more than a thousand words (Susan Sontag). Robert Hughes for Bravery
Rome Curator In 1977 Susan Sontag published under the headline On Photography a collection of texts written between 1971 and 1977 for the mythical magazine The New York Review of Books. Immediately the book becomes very famous, becoming a real manifesto of struggle: at the
end of the age of image - as the twentieth century was called - began to impose visual literature, which connects distribution and sophistication, and which repeats both theoretical corsets of the time, and historical-historical narratives. In the photograph, he expands the path initiated by
Walter Benjamin and Roland Barth, two great Masters of Sontag; dialogues with the type of socio-political analysis of Siegfried Krakauer, Umberto Eco and, especially, John Berger; and anticipates later perspectives such as Camille Paglia or, in another sense, Siri Hustvedt. What is a
popular essay by an American writer, however, is a discourse on images based on an association of opposing ideas and authors, photographic phrases and a certain modern moralizing, all in the rapidly changing style that characterizes the work of Susan Sontag. In this sense, it should be
noted that the photograph adds a long list of books that, without being strictly strict, were decisive in shaping the world's view during the twentieth century; books that deviated from academic or specialized upper rooms and came out of personal poetics, sometimes from undesirable
approaches. This exhibition shows part of the hypothesis that photography can be studied as a curatorial exercise, that is, that Sontag developed his various texts after a working methodology close to modern digital uses, not so much in the style of Andre's Imaginary Museum Thus, after
emptying each reference provided by the author, they were transferred to the Grammar Museum, building a kind of three-dimensional essay where the sources, images and their narrative references are at the same level of reading. This exhibition, which opens up new spaces on Floor 0 -
which aims to expand and incorporate the contents of the La Virreina Centre de la Imatge to La Rambla - is part of a series of proposals to review Susan Sontag's heritage. For example, between 2017 and 2018, a photography cycle took place, during which twelve photographers
established consecutive dialogues in which they talked about their paradigms, their practice and positioning. Similarly, in 2019, on the occasion of the 15th anniversary of the writer's death, La Virreina Centre de la Imatge and Arceddia were first published in Catalan on Photography,
translated by Anna Llisterri - along with two additional texts, also without prior translation. View of the exhibition Photograph, at La Virreina Centre de la Imatge, Barcelona, 2020. Photo: Pep Herrero In PLATO CAVERN This essay takes as its axis one of the central themes in susan Sontag's
visual thinking: can images be judged ethically? To answer such unknown questions, the author rereads the historical uses of photography, from police archives of the last third of the 19th century to photo production during times of war, from family self-image to tourist document. Sontag
also explores a certain epistemology about polishing photography, how the experience of the world is articulated, based on the view of it through the camera, what distances are increased or diluted between the image and the event, between photography, art and truth. Thus, he goes
through paths in which film and advertising are made powerfully imaginary around the figure of the photographer, dwelling on those movements that, in the collective unconscious, replaced ancient moralistic and religious parables with new photographic piety. In the same direction,
photogigion of suffering and restrictions on images of pain - perhaps the great paradigm on which Susan Sontag builds a policy for images - are first manufactured. Also, and after the problems characteristic of the time the essay was written, in 1973, he analyzes what kind of regime of
democratization acquired the image after it stopped the internal reproducibility, how many ideological prohibitions express those photos to which we entrusted - or were commenced - the narrative of View of the exhibition Photograph, at La Virreina Centre de la Imatge, Barcelona, 2020.
Photo: Pep Herrero USA VIEWED BY PHOTOGRAPHS, DARKLY This is one of the most poignant texts of those who integrate into photography, one of the essays in which Susan Sontag's erotic and relentless writing shines brightest. The name here is quite accurate, because indeed the
author seems to be pursuing an entire country based on its cultural and photographic myths. The article begins with an angry amendment to the fundamental nature of Walt Whitman's poetry, as well as his notoriety in shaping the vision of peace and beauty that Sontag identifies as truly
American. However, the true theme of the chapter is Diana Arbus, whose work received final popular support with a monograph exhibition that MoMA dedicated to her in 1972, just a year after she committed suicide. Sontag wrote his text a short time later, when they were still talking about
the Arbus effect in the field of American photography. And it is in this ecumenical and sharpened context that the essayist disassembles, one by one, all the interpreted cliches about the photographer. For example, Sontag traces the proverbial ideological parallels between The Human
Family (1955), a pattern in which MoMA himself celebrated the auditory and sentimental human state common to all men, and Diana Arbus's retrospective, which also showed that people who have no connection to political time are equally united in their monsters. Of course, Arbus's images
were the perfect trigger for Susan Sontag to make endless moralistic judgments about photographic ethics, distance from other people's suffering, etc. however, we will rarely be present at the analysis of the work of such a inclement and accurate artist, so insightful and so lacking in
indulgence. Aside from the mention deserves, for its absolute modernity, the comparison that the author makes between Diana Arbus (Jewish and upper class) and Andy Warhol , Catholic and working class. Again, Sontag's characteristic questions about easing remorse after over-exposure
to photographed horror re-emerge. Finally, it uses equations between pornography and images of violence that, while not currently concomitant, allow us to identify the traits of another era of intelligence, bellicose progress in the natural and authentic. View of the exhibition Photograph, at La
Virreina Centre de la Imatge, Barcelona, 2020. Photo: Pep Blacksmith MELANCHOLIC OBJECTS Apparently focused on investigating the relationship of photography with surrealism, considers under which the system of social legitimacy of some photographic images are produced. Sontag
again refers, in this case in a somewhat pan-African or naive way, to the political condescension of some documentary photographers, the humanism that governs the numerous visual stereotypes of the oppressed, and the barriers that the camera sets between the transformation of the
world and its representation. Although he does not develop it widely, his attempt to deploy a possible theory of production and photographic reception, which is supported by the sentimentality of the middle class is very suggestive, mutations suffer from bourgeois urban passers-by -
characteristic of the late nineteenth century - before achieving idle tourist or photographer enthusiasm for the pictorial. On the other hand, it is very successful to distinguish sociological photography, typically European, from another American one. From the first takes Augusta Sander as a
paradigm, drawing on an analysis that leads to certain topics forbidden by late historiography, but which, however, do not prevent him pointing to aspects little mentioned in the literature about the German photographer; for example, the weight of taxonomic sciences of the 19th century or
pseudo-scientific treatises on the face and expressions, as in fashion during the Weimar Republic. As for American photography, it contrasts with the tradition that Jacob Riis, Lewis Hein, Walker Evans, Robert Frank and Berenice Abbott are the only author who somehow argues contrasts
with various publications at the moment, such as Bob Adelman's Down Home (1972), and Michael Lesie and Charles Van Cheik's Wisconsin Death Trip (1973), which may well be a back paradic. The essay ends with a fascinating dissation around the figure of Walter Benjamin and, more
precisely, about the impulse to collect under the same archival figure images of the past and metaphors of the future, photos and quotations. View of the exhibition Photograph, at La Virreina Centre de la Imatge, Barcelona, 2020. Photograph: Pep Herrera El GEROSMO DE LA VISION This



chapter develops a possible historical route about how photography has faced the abstract beauty of what concept of beauty you expect from a discipline in which the principle of reality seems an irreversible foundation. Sontag coined a term that gives the title of his essay from the work of
Edward Weston or, rather, from what Weston epitomizes in regards to photographic production of the first half of the twentieth century, that is, the formalism of purism, a hypnotized look with elegant, search for aesthetic expressiveness and But the heroism of vision also parodies that
strange and solemn moment when people start taking pictures to leave their stamp on what they saw, to create trends of images, to show that they are contemplating beauty, where everyone observes common things. The great dream of modernist photography of the twenties and thirties,
which extended some formal painting finds and was parallel to poetry, as well as the promise of a new visual sensibility that uneded art, technology and science ceased to have relevance in the 1970s. Then came other historical talents, oriented towards disorder and darkness, towards a
kind of democratic plausibility. However, according to the author, photography adorns first and foremost, even when it is observed for the purpose of truth. Here he launches one of his usual diatribes against moralizing image readings and, more specifically, in the face of any attempt at
Marxist analysis, which Sontag associates, perhaps too schematic or ideological and grammatical struggle, characteristic of the seventies, with an interpretive excess. Not for nothing did he write a book many years ago on the same subject, Against Interpretation (1966). The essay ends with
an epic sermon about the degree of certainty a photograph can generate, how much a photographic propensity for beauty is the reason for the same camera inability to offer us absolute knowledge. View of the exhibition Photograph, at La Virreina Centre de la Imatge, Barcelona, 2020.
Photo: Pep Herrera EVANGELIOS FOTOGR-FICOS This chapter presents notable differences in content and orientation compared to other texts that make up the photo. Perhaps this is even the most theoretical essay in the book, in which Susan Sontag addresses a certain ontology of
photographic practice. The question of what photography can spread about reality takes an important part of writing, as well as the various positions that photographers have taken historically in the face of the issue. Similarly, it delves into the technological use of visual reproduction, subject
to the verdict of Walter Benjamin's theories, a taste for ancient images and a role already in that turbulent era- about the concept of unique photographic work. Although overly based on American context, Sontag develops a specific genealogy about the frictions and parallels between
photography and painting, and above all diagnoses what losses and overflows occurred in the photographic field when it was identified as art or vice versa, when it was released from artistic assimilation. At the moment he is very shrewdly analyzing the process of musicification of
photography, which had in the 1970s and at the American level one of its high-profile moments and places. It is worth noting the foresight of the author when it comes to the problem of photographic authorship. Finally, he establishes a clear antagonism between Eugenie Etjet and Edward
Weston, whom he understands not only as opposing figures - technical tidiness in the face of immediacy, formal beauty against the document, but also as ideologically opposing ways of understanding photography. View of the exhibition Photograph, at La Virreina Centre de la Imatge,
Barcelona, 2020. Photo: Pep Herrero THE WORLD OF PICTURE This is another section in which Susan Sontag is philosophical about images, moving from sociology of photography to analysis about the role that photographic consumption occupies in modern society. Surprisingly, already
in the 1970s the author repeated the fears and hypochondria around the spread of images and their supposed emptying for true knowledge of the world, an unmistakable sign that the current attempts at ethical and visual regulation, along with their subsequent nostalgia for some lost purity,
are paradigms with a historically elongated path. Unlike other chapters, Sontag cites examples based on the field of literature, the leading presence of photography in the novels of Hardy, Henet, Melville and Nabokov, among others. He also devotes a large amount of retreat to speculating
on the concept of images in China, using a whole set of prejudices that may be attributed to the anti-Marxist amateurism of the time. More interesting, however, are his predictions about the construction of ideological conceivable in luxury capitalism, as photography participates in the
experience of a real mediated lack of distinction between desire and necessity, distance and consequences, record and memory. Memory. susan sontag sobre la fotografia resumen por capitulos. resumen del libro sobre la fotografia susan sontag. resumen del libro de susan sontag sobre la
fotografia. susan sontag sobre la fotografia resumen capitulo 1
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